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Scope and Content

Arrangement

The arrangement of the collection has been done by the Doane College Archives staff.

Provenance

INVENTORY

Football pictures of each player 2008 and a Seniors team picture. Coaches included.
More football pictures with no dates and there are duplicates.
Pictures of the seniors from the football team
Group picture of the whole team and staff 1999.
Picture of the coaches in 1999 and duplicates.
1999 picture of captains of the football team.
Individual pictures of the coaches 1999.
Captain pictures and pictures of players with coach Fye.
Team pictures and a picture of the Pep Band.
Individual pictures of the players in uniform.
Picture of the student managers and Dennis McElravy.
Individual pictures of players in uniform and some group pictures with coaches.
2002 Football pictures of groups, game day pictures, coaches, players, staff, dance
team, team pictures in uniform, Coach Schwenk with a student and parents signing to
come to Doane, cheerleaders picture, team running onto the field,